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Dissemination Plan 

 

Our project dissemination plan started when we were informed that it had been chosen and therefore, 

the three schools could start working together, sharing experiences and learning together. Each center 

published the news through its Facebook or official website, so that the educational communities were 

informed immediately.  

The dissemination has been carried out at different levels: 

Local: 

- The participating students have been the first dissemination agents because of their involvement 

in the project, training and then teaching the classmates. 

- The teaching staff, responsible for researching, coordinating and developing experiences. 

- Families, welcoming students from partner countries. 

- The local community, receiving visitors from other countries, going to the host centers to get to 

know the activities first hand, and contacting the media to spread the presence of the international 

Erasmus group at the city level. 

Regional: 

- Educational administrations, offering teacher training sessions that have allowed us to present our 

project and exchange opinions with other colleagues. 

National: 

- Participating in conferences promoted by the managing bodies of Erasmus projects, such as SEPIE. 

International: 

- Reaching the general public through the official website of the project 

(https://outofthedarkerasmus.com/) , social networks, etc. 

- Making the results available to other teachers through the platforms (Project Results Platform and 

Mobility Tool), as well as distributing edited material that incorporates the activities included in the 

project. 

https://outofthedarkerasmus.com/
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In our interim progress report (http://outofthedarkerasmus.blogspot.com/2018/10/interim-progress-

draft-reportinforme-de.html),  published on the project's collaborative blog in October, 2018, we reported 

on the project development, sharing our experience from the first contacts between the teachers of the 

participating schools to cover our first year, which ended with the meeting in Eskilstuna. 

We summarize the process below. 

 

1. ORIGIN AND DESIGN OF THE PROJECT 

Our project was born during the 2015/16 academic year, when Brunella Sorbelli, from the I.S.I.S.S. 
Casimiri from Gualdo Tadino, Italy, contacted Mª José Morales, from IES Carpe Diem in Fuenlabrada to ask 
for collaboration in a strategic partnership among several schools focused on Astronomy; both teachers 
had already worked together on a Comenius project previously. By the time the project started, Italy was 
going to be the coordinating country, and we counted as partners with a center in Istanbul, Turkey 
(Fahreddin Kerim Gökay Anadolu Lisesi), a center in Pobiedziska, Poland (Zespol Szkol w Pobiedziskach), 
another in Hilden, Germany (Berufskolleg Hilden), and finally one in Ponte de Sor, Portugal (Groupe de 
Escolas de Ponte de Sor). 

 
This project, entitled Out of the dark, was presented in the call of March 2016 and, although it obtained 

a very good score, it did not get the subsidy. 
 
The following year, with fewer partners and some changes, the IES Carpe Diem became the coordinating 

center. In order to improve the project, the coordinator attended two specific courses, one on Erasmus + 
projects (Design and presentation of an Erasmus + KA1 and KA2 project), and another on the eTwinning 

Greetings to all. This week we have known 

great news: 

Our center has been selected in the Erasmus + 

2017 call for the project entitled "Out of the 

Dark: Astronomy as unifying thread for 

cultures". 

Our partners are three educational centers in 

Italy, Poland and Sweden, and we have the 

collaboration of the NASA-INTA Space Tracking 

Station in Robledo de Chavela, the Astrobiology 

Center, the European Space Agency and, above 

all, the team of professionals of the Astronomy 

Classroom of our city. 

We hope to learn a lot together through the 

study of one of the topics that has most 

interested human beings since our origins. And 

we wish to share the experience with the entire 

Educational Community of Carpe and 

Fuenlabrada through our Science Fair. 

Exciting times await us !! 

http://outofthedarkerasmus.blogspot.com/2018/10/interim-progress-draft-reportinforme-de.html
http://outofthedarkerasmus.blogspot.com/2018/10/interim-progress-draft-reportinforme-de.html
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platform (Workshop I: eTwinning - European platform for school collaboration), one of the elements that 
are considered most interesting in the European area, both of the CTIF Madrid Sur. 

 
The training received, along with contacts with the collaborating institutions (MDSCC Robledo de 

Chavela, ESAC Villafranca del Castillo, Astronomy Classroom in Fuenlabrada, Astrobiology Center), brought 
about a renewed project, entitled Out of the dark, astronomy as unifying thread for cultures. 

 
On this occasion, the centers of Italy, Poland and Spain remained, and the Swedish center of Eskilstuna 

(Djurgårdsskolan) was added. The evaluation was positive and the project was selected. 
 

As soon as we learned about the selection on July 28, 2017, we informed the entire School Community 
and started working to work on the preparation of the transnational meeting for the teachers of the four 
schools that was to be held according to the calendar presented in October, 2017, as well as to establish 
the necessary contacts with collaborating institutions. 

 

 

 
 

2. TRAINING DAYS WITH SEPIE. TENERIFE, SEPTEMBER-2017 

 

On September, 1st, we were informed about the withdrawal of the Polish center, which constituted a 
modification of the project which we had to discuss with SEPIE in order not to endanger its development. 

 
On September, 4th, we received an email from School Associations (SEPIE) in which we were invited to 

participate in the Initial Training Seminars of strategic partnerships between schools (KA219-coordinators) 
considered necessary for the proper management of the project. 

 

Seeing the general interest of the conferences and our need to solve all the doubts that exist so far, as 
new coordinators of the project, we enroll in them, and from that moment we manage the permits for such 
training. 

 
We received instructions to reformulate the project with a lesser member and transmitted them to the 

Italian and Swedish coordinators, in addition to the evaluation received from the SEPIE, we had to be able 
to make decisions during our transnational meeting in Spain; such decisions concerned distributing the 
tasks of the Polish center, adjusting the mobilities and improving the weakest aspects of our project. 

 
  

On October, the 23rd, we signed the agreement by which the subsidy to the project is regulated, and it 
started its journey. The first step was to disseminate it to the Educational Community of the schools 
involved. 
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3. TRANSNATIONAL MEETING OCTOBER-2017 FUENLABRADA 

 

3.1 PREPARATION 

Following the calendar presented in the project, we prepared the meeting; it took place between 
October 25th and 30. 
 

3.2 ACTIVITIES 

They are summarized in the corresponding entries of the blog where you can see that they are 
developed according to the agenda.  

 
http://outofthedarkerasmus.blogspot.com/search/label/Transnational%20meeting.%20October%2

02017 
 
This is the summary of the week. 

 

 

We defined the tasks in order to disseminate our Erasmus+ project: 

  

http://outofthedarkerasmus.blogspot.com/search/label/Transnational%20meeting.%20October%202017
http://outofthedarkerasmus.blogspot.com/search/label/Transnational%20meeting.%20October%202017
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- Construction of the Erasmus+ corner in each school 

 

  

In Fuenlabrada, Spain     In Eskilstuna, Sweden 

 

 

In Gualdo Tadino, Italy 

 

- Dissemination of the Project: Official Blog, Facebook, school webs, Radio, Prensa, etc. 

http://outofthedarkerasmus.blogspot.com/ 

 

http://outofthedarkerasmus.blogspot.com/
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Italian school Website. 

 

 

Swedish school Website 
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Spanish school Website 

- See also information published in digital newspapers 

 

http://vivirediciones.es/manuel-robles-recibe-a-profesores-italianos-y-suecos-que-junto-al-instituto-

carpe-diem-participan-en-el-proyecto-erasmus-plus/ 

 

http://vivirediciones.es/manuel-robles-recibe-a-profesores-italianos-y-suecos-que-junto-al-instituto-carpe-diem-participan-en-el-proyecto-erasmus-plus/
http://vivirediciones.es/manuel-robles-recibe-a-profesores-italianos-y-suecos-que-junto-al-instituto-carpe-diem-participan-en-el-proyecto-erasmus-plus/
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https://issuu.com/soyde/docs/soy_20de_20fuenla_20noviembre_20201 

Video Soy de Fuenla, with the visit of the Erasmus+ international group to Astronomy Center. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PcCUTy6gImY 

 

- Other activities for dissemination: Design of the attendance certificate. 

 

  

https://issuu.com/soyde/docs/soy_20de_20fuenla_20noviembre_20201
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PcCUTy6gImY
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4. LEARNING, TEACHING AND TRAINING ACTIVITIES 

Once the tasks to be done have been defined, we started to work with the students in the three 
schools. There were several activities related to Astronomy, in some cases with collaborating institutions, 
and in others, within the center, addressing the study of the universe from different subjects. All these 
activities were shown in our blog. 

 

Some examples: 

 

• Visiting the Astronomy Classroom November 28, 2017. Visit to the planetarium. Curiosities about 
the Moon Observation of the night sky. Mixed group of 4º of ESO (12 students), mainly students 
of scientific Culture and of 1º of Bacalaureate (17 students) of the different modalities. See in 
https://youtu.be/_gdej81cl2A 
 

• Visiting the MDSCC of Robledo de Chavela, December 22, 2017. Visitors Center, museum and 
rocket workshop. Students of Scientific Culture and Physics and Chemistry of 1st of 
Baccalaureate. See https://youtu.be/XcaljjNopRs 

 

• Visiting the Astronomy Classroom January 30, 2018. Telescopes: types and construction. 
Observation of the Sun and use of the planisphere. Result in https://youtu.be/23KaN3zPZD4 

 

• Visiting the Astronomy Classroom April 10, 2018. Planetarium. Projection of the sky in the 
latitudes of the partner centers, calculation of coordinates to locate the stars on the map, 
workshop of construction of sundials and quadrants, realization of podcast. 

 

Activities in the three schools: 

• Logo contest, both national and international. November 

to December, 2017. https://youtu.be/npnNjVLAzlk 

                    

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/_gdej81cl2A
https://youtu.be/XcaljjNopRs
https://youtu.be/23KaN3zPZD4
https://youtu.be/npnNjVLAzlk
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• With the winner logo we design the formal cover for all the products. 

 

 

• Star maps. Use of planispheres and applications such as Stellarium. See in 
https://youtu.be/kq7vROB2ta4 
 

• Reading of the Little Prince, from January to May 2018. Also in French. 
 

• Construction of the telescope, from March to May 2018. See in https://youtu.be/z1_qK9Iq5TQ 
(Spain), www.youtube.com/watch?v=OgthLhB0Sk4  (Sweden), and 
https://youtu.be/KosWuOcaznw (Italy). 

 

• Astronomical vocabulary.  
See http://outofthedarkerasmus.blogspot.com/2018/04/visual-dictionary-work-in-
progress_17.html 

 
• Observing the night sky with our telescopes 

 

  
 

During the months between the meetings there was permanent contact between teachers, either to 
share work methodologies, either to agree on the organization of the trips. 

 
The summary of the weeks corresponding with the learning, teaching and training activities are in the 

videos: 

https://youtu.be/kq7vROB2ta4
https://youtu.be/z1_qK9Iq5TQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OgthLhB0Sk4
https://youtu.be/KosWuOcaznw
http://outofthedarkerasmus.blogspot.com/2018/04/visual-dictionary-work-in-progress_17.html
http://outofthedarkerasmus.blogspot.com/2018/04/visual-dictionary-work-in-progress_17.html
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  https://youtu.be/fRNY66anMBE  (Sweden)  

  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q2NWwwHqUzQ   (Italy),  linked in the blog Out of the dark. 

 

In each activity we were received by the municipal authorities and the local press  echoed the presence 

of the international Erasmus team in the host school. 

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/fRNY66anMBE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q2NWwwHqUzQ
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5. SPECIAL EVENTS CARRIED OUT FOR THE DISSEMINATION AND IMPACT OF THE PROJECT 

 
During the 15th and 16th of June 2018, the III Science Fair was held at the IES Carpe Diem, a time in 

which some of the activities linked to the project were shown and experienced by students, families, 
authorities and neighbors, for example: 
 

• Escape room of Astronomy. Designed by teachers of the Department of Biology and Geology 
involved in the project and by students of 1st year of high school. 
 

• Exhibition of the Mythological and philosophical world views. Realized by students of 1º of 
baccalaureate with their Philosophy teachers. 
 

• Solargraphies. Construction and use of a camera. For the Department of Geography and History. 
 

• Erasmus + corner updated to inform visitors and with explanation of the students of 1st year of 
high school who have participated in the meeting in Sweden. 
 

• Workshop for the construction of sundials and quadrants. For the students of 4th ESO involved in 
the project, as an essay also of the activity that will take place in Italy in the month of November 
2018. 
 

• Live connection via Skype with the teams from Italy and Sweden. 

 

 

 
The teachers and staff of each center were informed by the Erasmus team about the activities through 

the corner dedicated to the project, as well as in different meetings, being invited to participate from 
different areas, thus enriching, little by little, the original project. 

 
Finally, we celebrated our last learning, teaching and training activity in Fuenlabrada, making it coincide 

with the IV Science Fair, where teachers and students from other schools, authorities and neighbors were 
able to enjoy with us the end of a project that has been gratifying for all those who participated in it over 
these two years.  

 
It was, without any doubt, the most widespread event of the project, with visitors of all ages, also 

integrating disabled people, and sharing resources that are not normally available, such as the cinesferic 
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dome, "astronaut" monitors, or experts of leading centers in space research, such as the Astrobiology 
center. 

 
You can see the summary in this video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e2WnJhe8rCA 
 
For the final dissemination of the project, Istituto Casimiri organised an event in its Observatory on 

August 7th 2019 (http://outofthedarkerasmus.blogspot.com/2019/08/for-final-dissemination-of-
project.html) . The local community was invited to observe the sky 
at night and to know about the results of the project. The students 
showed the audience all the activities carried out in the two-year 
project and the results obtained. People were able to see the 
instruments built by the students (Galilean telescopes, sundials, 
quadrants), the pictures taken during the meetings and the moon 
observations, the reports about Constellations and Myths, the 
scientific essay, the astronomical dictionary, the play, and the 
Erasmus + corner which summarizes everything. 

 
The students said that, thanks to this project, they better 

understood the connection between theoretical and practical 
study and realized products that are the concrete image of their 
own experience. At the same time, they realized the importance 
of “the dialogue” between different cultures thus becoming 
active promoters of the value of the European citizenship. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In Eskilstuna, Sweden the Eramus+ team still have the exhibition from the project, with pictures 
and instruments which the students have built. The exhibition is located in a part of the school 
where, each term, the meeting with each student’s parents for performance review of the student 
takes place. 

 
Teachers also use all the instruments that were built (Galilean 

telescopes, sundials and quadrants) with the younger pupils. The pupils 
who come in contact with the artefacts are also curious about the project 
and want to learn more about astronomy, the project and the experience 
of cooperating with other cultures. Thereby it is clear that the project will 
endure for years to come. 

 
The Swedish students’ main profit from the project has been the 

transnational exchanges, that allowed to meet young people from other 
parts of Europe and to aquire an understanding of the different 
backgrounds, but also similarities. They also realized that by working in a 
project together you have assignments that have to be carried out and 
problems that have to be solved, and thus, you start talking to each other 
and the shyness disappears. They felt a great connection with the other students of the project 
and realized the importance of the European cooperation. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e2WnJhe8rCA
http://outofthedarkerasmus.blogspot.com/2019/08/for-final-dissemination-of-project.html
http://outofthedarkerasmus.blogspot.com/2019/08/for-final-dissemination-of-project.html
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6. OUR RESULTS 

 

The most relevant results of our project are shown on the official website 

(https://outofthedarkerasmus.com/) , in which in addition to the most interesting aspects of the 

project itself (priorities, objectives, methodology, participants), we have linked the web pages of 

the partner centers that allow knowing better the three schools. 

 

The activities have been divided into Cultural, Scientific, Humanistic and Dissemination. All of 

them are published on the web in a downloadable pdf file to make their use transferable in other 

schools. 

 

Each meeting has its own section with a summary, the official agenda, activities, an image 

gallery and evaluation. 

 

Finally, the evaluation chapter shows the final evaluation of the project, carried out by the 

participating students and professors, completed by the press conference 

 

 

 

  

https://outofthedarkerasmus.com/
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7. SOUSTENABILITY  

All this information will be part of  Out of the 

dark: the Guide, a book also published in digital 

format, with pdf of downloadable activities to be 

used by other teachers and students, in our own 

schools or in others. 

Telescopes and other instruments could be 

used in the future to do observations of the sky, as 

well as in workshops. 

The Escape Room can be reproduced also in 

other schools, just following the guidelines of the 

guide. In the case of the Carpe Diem, it will be 

visited by students from different levels, 

constituting a stable resource for the study of 

astronomy. 

The activities developed in the future related to 

the project will be published on our Facebook. 

 

    


